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Nematode development: Evolutionary detours of a pivotal cell
Eric J. Lambie
The anchor cell plays a central role in organizing the
reproductive structures of the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans. Recent studies show that
significant alterations in the origin, function and fate of
this key regulatory cell have occurred during the course
of nematode evolution.
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Invariant cell lineage is the rule for small soil-dwelling
nematodes, such as Caenorhabditis elegans. At any moment
in development, each cell has a predictable future and
position, and a defined set of neighbours, all determined
by who its ‘parent’ was. Exceptions to this rule have
proved to be interesting, however. Consider the case of the
anchor cell — “a small, round cell which divides no further
and seems to be involved in the formation of the vulva”
[1]. The anchor cell is generated during the early divisions
of the gonadal precursor cells, the small somatic blast cells
Z1 and Z4 [1], and it is always derived from one of two
equipotent cells — either the posterior-most descendant of
Z1 (Z1.ppp) or the anterior-most descendant of Z4 (Z4.aaa;
Fig. 1). If either of these cells is killed, the other always
differentiates into an anchor cell [2]. On the basis of this
information alone, one would suspect that the anchor cell
does something important. In fact, the anchor cell is the
master organizer of central reproductive structures in the C.
elegans hermaphrodite, best known for its role in directing
the development of the vulva, an epidermal opening
through which eggs are laid. Although it undergoes no cell
division itself, the anchor cell sequentially induces the
underlying epidermal cells to undergo a precise pattern of
cell divisions, directs their proper morphogenesis into a
vulval invagination and then regulates their attachment to
the uterine epithelium (for review, see [3]). As if this were
not enough, the anchor cell simultaneously choreographs
the developmental behavior of its neighboring gonadal
cells, the ventral uterine precursors [4]. 
Given the central significance of the anchor cell in C.
elegans, one might expect that its lineage and regulatory
functions would be conserved among related species of
nematodes. But this is not the case. The first exception was
reported in 1981 by Sternberg and Horvitz [5], who exam-
ined the lineages of Z1 and Z4 in Panagrellus redivivus.
Figure 1
Comparison between gonadal cell lineages
and anatomy in C. elegans, which has a two-
armed gonad (didelphic) and two
monodelphic relatives, Cephalobus sp.
PS1197 and Mesorhabditis sp. PS1179
(after [6]). All cells except the anchor cell
(AC) and distal tip cell (DTC) give rise to
multiple progeny. In the monodelphic
nematodes, the prospective posterior DTC
(Z4.pp) dies during larval development. This
effectively leads to amputation of the posterior
arm of the gonad, because the DTC is
required to lead the extending gonad and to
promote germline proliferation. UT, uterine
precursor cell; OV/SP, precursor to the ovary,
oviduct and spermatheca.
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Unlike C. elegans, Panagrellus is monodelphic — its gonad
comprises only one arm, rather than two (Fig. 1). In Pana-
grellus, the anchor cell always originates from Z4.aaa, and
is not replaced by descendants of Z1 if Z4 is ablated. More
recently, Félix and Sternberg [6] have characterized an
entire series of monodelphic relatives of C. elegans, thus
providing a survey of the potential for variation in anchor
cell origin and function. Such variations are not confined
to monodelphic relatives of C. elegans — Sommer [7] has
recently discovered variations in anchor-cell function
among didelphic nematodes as well. 
Not only has evolutionary flexibility in the origin and
function of the anchor cell recently been found, but at the
same time great progress has been made towards under-
standing the molecular mechanisms that determine where
the anchor cell comes from and how it controls the fates of
nearby cells in C. elegans [3]. Consequently, it should soon
be possible to fathom how evolutionary changes in the
origin and function of this key regulatory cell have been
accomplished. 
The origin of the anchor cell
In wild-type C. elegans, the cell divisions that lead to the
birth of the mother of the anchor cell (Z1.pp or Z4.aa) are
visibly asymmetric, consistent with the disparate develop-
mental potentials of the cells produced by these early cell
divisions ([1]; Fig. 1). The divisions of Z1.pp and Z4.aa
themselves appear symmetrical, however, and all four
daughters are similar in that each expresses the lin-12
gene, which encodes a transmembrane receptor similar to
Drosophila Notch [8,9]. Wilkinson et al. [9] found,
however, that only Z1.ppp and Z4.aaa express detectable
levels of lag-2, which encodes a membrane-anchored
ligand for the receptor LIN-12 that is similar to Drosophila
Delta and Serrate [10,11]. The coexpression of lin-12 and
lag-2 is unstable and stochastically resolves into a situation
in which only one cell, either Z1.ppp or Z4.aaa, expresses
lag-2 ([9]; Fig. 2). It is not known why Z1.ppa and Z4.aap
fail to express lag-2, but the data suggest that they may be
much more sensitive to stimulation of the LIN-12 signal-
ing pathway than Z1.ppp and Z4.aaa. Indeed, if Z1.ppp
and Z4.aaa are ablated soon after their birth, then an
anchor cell can still be formed, presumably by Z1.ppa or
Z4.aap [12]. Furthermore, when lin-12 is inactivated by
mutation, all four descendants of Z1.pp and Z4.aa express
lag-2, and multiple anchor cells are observed [9].
The quasi-competence of Z1.ppa and Z4.aap in C. elegans
is reminiscent of the status of Z1.ppp and Z1.ppa in the
monodelphic nematode Cephalobus sp. PS1197 [6]. In
Cephalobus, the anchor cell is usually derived from Z4.aaa,
sometimes from Z4.aap, and never from Z1.ppp or Z1.ppa
(Fig. 1). Thus, Z4.aap has effectively taken over the role
of Z1.ppp in the equivalence group. Even so, the descen-
dants of Z1 are not totally incompetent in Cephalobus: if
Z4.aa is ablated, then Z1.ppp or Z1.ppa differentiates into
the anchor cell [6]. If it is assumed that the situation in C.
elegans is typical of the ancestral nematode, then two types
of change could have occurred to produce the anchor cell
determination system seen in Cephalobus. First, the alloca-
tion of developmental potential that occurs at the division
of Z4.aa has probably become more symmetrical, enabling
Z4.aap to express relatively high levels of lag-2. Second,
the relative balance between the expression levels of lag-2
and lin- 12 may have been shifted, either by hypersensiti-
zation of the descendants of Z1.pp to activation of lin-12
by lag-2, or by inhibition of lin-12 signal transduction in
the descendants of Z4.aa.
Similar modifications can be envisioned that would create
the situation observed in Panagrellus, where the anchor
cell is always derived from Z4.aaa and is not replaced
when this cell is ablated [5,6]. Here, the asymmetry
between Z4.aaa and Z4.aap is maintained, but descen-
dants of Z1.pp are incapable of assuming the anchor cell
fate. It is possible that the constitutive level of lin-12
activity in Z1.ppa and Z1.ppp is sufficiently high that
expression of the anchor cell fate is prevented. Alterna-
tively, downstream targets of the signaling pathway may
have escaped from dependence on lin-12 and instead have
come under cell-autonomous control.
The function of the anchor cell
In 1981, Kimble [2] demonstrated that the anchor cell is
required to induce the underlying epidermal cells to
divide and produce a vulva (Fig. 2). The molecules that
mediate this induction event are now fairly well under-
stood (for review, see [3]). Soon after the anchor cell dif-
ferentiates, it begins to synthesize the LIN-3 growth
factor. The graded distribution of LIN-3 then induces the
underlying epidermal cells to undergo specific patterns of
cell divisions. Signal transduction proceeds through a
classic receptor tyrosine kinase and mitogen-activated
protein (MAP) kinase pathway that culminates with a set
of putative transcription factor targets. Lateral cell–cell
signaling mediated by LIN-12 is also required for proper
pattern formation.
Although the anchor cell is absolutely required for vulval
induction in wild-type C. elegans, this dependency is not
universal among related nematodes. In two of the eight
members of the Diplogastridae examined by Sommer [7],
the underlying epidermal cells are able to undergo vulval
lineages even after ablation of the anchor cell precursors.
Similarly, vulval divisions can occur in the absence of the
anchor cell in monodelphic genera such as Panagrellus and
Teratorhabditis [6, 13].
The data from C. elegans suggest that independence from
the anchor cell could be achieved by mutations in a large
assortment of genes that mediate signaling through the
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receptor tyrosine kinase and/or LIN-12 pathways [3].
Some of these genes act within the epidermal cells them-
selves, whereas others act within the surrounding syncytial
epidermis. Independence from the anchor cell has prob-
ably originated independently in several taxa, so it will be
interesting to learn whether changes in certain subsets of
regulatory genes are more common than others.
Variations on identity
The function of the anchor cell is radically modified in 
the monodelphic nematode Mesorhabditis sp. PS1197. In
Mesorhabditis, the prospective vulval epidermal cells
migrate posteriorly, then undergo divisions that are inde-
pendent of the anchor cell [13]. Meanwhile, the anchor cell
assumes a position at the rear end of the gonad, then leads
the gonad posteriorly as it migrates back to make contact
with the vulval invagination [6]. One explanation for this
adventurous behavior is that the Mesorhabditis anchor cell
has been partly transformed into a distal tip cell, which
performs a similar ‘leader’ function during hermaphrodite
gonad development [1]. The distal tip cell resembles the
anchor cell, in that it undergoes cell-cycle arrest, acquires a
granular morphology and regulates the behavior of adjacent
cells by expressing LAG-2 on its surface [11]. However, as
noted by Félix and Sternberg [6], the morphology and
behavior of the anchor cell in Mesorhabditis more closely
resemble those of the C. elegans linker cell, which leads
gonadal extension during the development of the male
reproductive system. Therefore, the altered function of the
anchor cell in Mesorhabditis may be due to a partial sexual
transformation. Notably, the C. elegans linker cell, like the
anchor cell, originates from a pair of equivalent cells that
communicate via LIN-12 [2,14].
One of the hallmark characteristics of the anchor cell in C.
elegans is that it undergoes cell-cycle arrest. However, even
this property is subject to permutation among the nema-
todes. In Panagrolaimus sp. PS1579, if the anchor cell is
ablated after the other members of the equivalence group
have already completed one round of cell division, then
Figure 2
Intercellular signaling before and after
differentiation of the anchor cell. (a) Early in
the second larval stage (L2), interactions
between Z1.ppp and Z4.aaa determine which
will become the anchor cell. (b) In late L2,
high expression of lag-2 maintains the uterine
precursor status of the anchor cell’s
neighbors. In (a,b), the LAG-2 transmembrane
ligand is shown as a red arrow, and the
LIN-12 receptor as a blue Y. (c) In the third
larval stage (L3), the anchor cell induces and
patterns the prospective vulval epidermal
cells. The identity of the lateral signal that
activates lin-12 (X) is not known; LET-23 is a
receptor tyrosine kinase. (d) Appearance of
anchor cell precursors and the differentiated
anchor cell at various stages of development,
visualized using differential interference
contrast microscopy. AC, anchor cell; VPC,
vulval precursor cell.
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one of their daughters will assume the granular morphol-
ogy typical of the anchor cell, and induce division of the
vulval epidermal cells [6]. This ‘anchor cell’ then loses its
differentiated appearance and resumes its program of cell
division. Thus, the activation of lin-3 expression and the
arrest of the cell cycle can be uncoupled under these
experimental conditions.
Final fate
The anchor cell is not visible in the C. elegans adult. It is
last evident in the fourth larval stage as it forms a thin
barrier between the uterine lumen and the vulval invagi-
nation (Fig. 2). The mystery of the anchor cell’s final fate
was recently solved by White and colleagues [15]: after
completing its various inductive duties, the anchor cell
fuses with the uterine epithelial seam cell, which then
establishes adherens junctions with the vulval epithelium.
It seems only fitting that the final role of the anchor cell in
C. elegans is to participate directly in the connection
between the two structures whose development it has
organized. This function has probably also been modified
or dispensed with in nematodes that have yet to be
described. As Sternberg and Horvitz [5] noted, “Alteration
in the fate of a cell that exerts control over other cells — a
‘regulatory cell’ — is a potential source of rapid and/or
discontinuous evolutionary change.”
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